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a b s t r a c t

Improved lumped parameter models were developed for the transient heat conduction in multi-layer
composite slabs subjected to combined convective and radiative cooling. The improved lumped
models were obtained through two-point Hermite approximations for integrals. Transient combined
convective and radiative cooling of three-layer composite slabs was analyzed to illustrate the applica-
bility of the proposed lumped models, with respect to different values of the Biot numbers, the radiation-
conduction parameter, the dimensionless thermal contact resistances, the dimensionless thickness, and
the dimensionless thermal conductivity. It was shown by comparison with numerical solution of the
original distributed parameter model that the higher order lumped model ðH1;1=H0;0 approximationÞ
yielded significant improvement of average temperature prediction over the classical lumped model. In
addition, the higher order ðH1;1=H0;0Þ model was applied to analyze the transient heat conduction
problem of steel-concrete-steel sandwich plates.

� 2011 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Transient heat conduction problem in multi-layer composite
slabs has been extensively studied due to its applications in various
technological areas such as dynamical thermal behavior of walls,
working regime of heat treatment furnace, thermally protected
structures, transient aerodynamic heating of airborne vehicles, and
heat transfer in insulation materials [1e8]. Many analytical and
numerical approaches have been proposed to obtain the transient
response of one-dimensional multi-layer composite conducting
slabs with convective cooling boundary conditions. DeMonte [9,10]
reviewed a historical bibliography and presented a ‘natural’
analytic approach simplifying the eigenvalues solving process by
placing the thermal diffusivity on the time-dependent function side
in the form of separated variables. Blanc and Touratier [5] pre-
sented a constrained discrete layer model as an approximated
solution, in which the interface conditions for heat flux are incor-
porated into the governing equation of each layer in order to reduce
the number of unknowns. Chen and Wang [11,12] estimated the
heat gain/loss through building multi-layer constructions using
a frequency-domain regression method based on the theoretical
frequency-response characteristics of the walls. Oturanç and Sahin
[6] solved the transient heat conduction problem in two-layer
x: þ55 21 2562 8444.
ujian@ufrj.br (J. Su).
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composite wall analytically using spectral analysis, where an
asymptotic formula is derived for the eigenvalues of the spectral
problem. Antonopoulos et al. [13] applied orthogonal expansion of
functions over multi-layer walls to obtain an analytical solution for
on-site estimation of the layer thermal properties of multi-layer
walls, referred to as the inverse wall heat conduction problem.
Based on finite difference method, Charette et al. [4] and Asan [1]
analyzed the heat conduction problem in a composite medium
with variable thermal properties and investigated the optimum
insulation position from maximum time lag and minimum decre-
ment factor point of view, respectively.

The analysis of transient conduction of multi-layer systems is
more complicated when radiative cooling or heating at the bound-
aries is considered. Sundén [14] presented numerical solutions
based on finite difference method of the thermal response of
a composite slab subjected to a time-varying incident heat flux on
one side andcombined convective and radiative coolingon theother
side.Miller andWeaver [15] developed an analyticalmodel basedon
separation of variables technique to predict the temperature
distribution through a multi-layer composite structure subjected to
combined convection and linearized radiation boundary conditions.
To predict the effective thermal conductivities for multi-layer
thermal insulations for high temperature fuel cell applications,
Spinnler et al. [7] performed experimental study using a newdesign
of guarded hot plate apparatus and solved the combined conduction
and radiation heat transfer problem theoretically based on the
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Nomenclature

Bi1 Biot number at the left-side boundary surface
Bi2 Biot number at the right-side boundary surface
cpi specific heat for the i-th layer
h1 convective heat transfer coefficient at the left-side

boundary surface
h2 convective heat transfer coefficient at the right-side

boundary surface
ki thermal conductivity for the i-th layer
kref reference thermal conductivity
L total thickness of multi-layer composite slabs
M number of layers
Nrc radiation-conduction parameter
Rci thermal contact resistances at the inner boundary

surfaces
Rc*i dimensionless thermal contact resistances at the inner

boundary surfaces
t time
T0 uniform initial temperature of multi-layer composite

slabs
Ta adiabatic surface temperature
Tf right-side environmental fluid temperature
Ti temperature for the i-th layer
Tm left-side environmental fluid temperature
Ts radiation sink temperature
x space coordinate
x1 value of the space coordinate at the left-side boundary

surface

xi values of the space coordinate at the inner boundary
surfaces

xMþ1 value of the space coordinate at the right-side
boundary surface

Greek Letters
ai thermal diffusivity for the i-th layer
aref reference thermal diffusivity
di dimensionless thickness for the i-th layer
e surface emissivity
h dimensionless space coordinate
h1 value of the dimensionless space coordinate at the left-

side boundary surface
hi values of the dimensionless space coordinate at the

inner boundary surfaces
hMþ1 value of the dimensionless space coordinate at the

right-side boundary surface
qa dimensionless adiabatic surface temperature
qi dimensionless temperature for the i-th layer
qm dimensionless left-side environmental fluid

temperature
ki dimensionless thermal diffusivity for the i-th layer
li dimensionless thermal conductivity for the i-th layer
ri density for the i-th layer
s StefaneBoltzmann constant
s dimensionless time

Subscripts
i i-th layer defined in the domain
avi average for the i-th layer

21
3 i

i+2 M-1 M M+1
i+1

1 2 i i+1 M-1 M

Fig. 1. Illustration of M-layer composite slabs.
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energy conservation equation approach together with a scaling
model. Besides, Li and Cheng [8] applied energy balance equation to
obtain a mathematical model for the combined radiation and
conduction heat transfer in multi-layer perforated insulation
material using in space, which was solved numerically by iterative
method combiningwith the alternating directions implicit method.

The lumped parameter approach has been widely used to
analyze the dynamical thermal behavior of structures [16e21]. A
simplified formulation of the transient heat conduction extremely
useful and sometimes even mandatory as in the analysis of other
complex thermal systems. Due to the inherent limitation of the
classical lumped parameter approach, improved lumped models
have been developed by different approaches [22e27]. Cotta and
Mikhailov [22] proposed a systematic formalism to provide
improved lumped parameter formulation for steady and transient
heat conduction problems based on Hermite approximation for
integrals that define averaged temperatures and heat fluxes. This
approach has been shown to be efficient in a great variety of
practical applications [28e32]. In this work, we present improved
lumped models for transient combined convective and radiative
cooling of multi-layer composite slabs, extending previous works
on the particular cases of a single slab subjected to convective
cooling [23], radiative cooling [24], and combined convective-
radiative cooling [32]. The proposed lumped models are obtained
through two-point Hermite approximations for integrals [33,22].
By comparing with numerical solution of the original distributed
parameter formulation, it is shown that the higher order improved
lumped model ðH1;1=H0;0 approximationÞ yields significant
improvement of average temperature prediction over the classical
lumped model. In addition, the higher order (H1;1=H0;0) model is
applied to analyze the transient heat conduction problem of steel-
concrete-steel sandwich plates.
2. The mathematical formulation

Consider one-dimensional transient heat conduction in multi-
layer composite slabs consisting of M parallel layers in cartesian
coordinates, subjected to convective heat transfer at the left side
and combined convective and radiative heat transfer at the right
side, as shown in Fig. 1. The layers are labeled as 1 toM from the left
to right. Let x be the coordinate perpendicular to the layers,
xi; i ¼ 1;2;.;M, represent its value at the left surface of each
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layer, and xMþ1 be the coordinate value at the right surface of M-th
layer. It is assumed that the thermophysical properties of the layers
are homogeneous, isotropic and independent of the temperature.
There is no volumetric heat generation in the slabs. The thermal
contact resistance between adjacent i-th and (iþ1)-th layer at
interface xiþ1; i ¼ 1;2;.;M � 1, is represented by Rci. Initially, all
the layers are at a specified uniform temperature T0. At t ¼ 0, the
composite is exposed to an environment of a constant fluid
temperature Tmwith a constant convective heat transfer coefficient
h1 at the left side, and an environment of a constant fluid
temperature Tf with a constant heat transfer coefficient h2 and
a constant radiation sink temperature Ts at the right side.

The mathematical formulation of the one-dimensional transient
heat conduction problem is given by

vTi
vt

¼ ai
v2Ti
vx2

; in xi < x< xiþ1; i ¼ 1;2;.;M; for t > 0; (1)

with the following boundary and interface conditions

�k1
vT1
vx

¼ h1ðTm � T1Þ; at x ¼ x1; for t > 0; (2)

�kM
vTM
vx

¼ h2
�
TM�Tf

�
þes

�
T4M�T4s

�
; at x¼xMþ1; for t>0; (3)

�ki
vTi
vx

¼ Ti�Tiþ1
Rci

; at x¼ xiþ1; i¼ 1;2;.;M�1; for t>0; (4)

ki
vTi
vx

¼ kiþ1
vTiþ1
vx

; at x¼ xiþ1; i¼ 1;2;.;M�1; for t>0; (5)

and the initial conditions for each layer

Tiðx;0Þ ¼ T0; in xi < x< xiþ1; i ¼ 1;2;.;M; at t ¼ 0; (6)

where Tiðx;tÞ is the temperature in the i-th layer, t the time,
aið¼ ki=ricpiÞ the thermal diffusivity, ki the thermal conductivity, ri
the density, cpi the specific heat, e the surface emissivity, and s the
StefaneBoltzmann constant.

It should be noted that in general the environmental fluid
temperature Tf differs from the radiation sink temperature Ts. It is
Table 1
Comparison of lumped models against finite difference solution for dimensionless
average temperatures qav1ðsÞ, qav2ðsÞ and qav3ðsÞ at the different dimensionless time
for Case I-1 ðNrc ¼ 8Þ.

s FD solution CLSA H0;0=H0;0 H1;1=H0;0

qav1ðsÞ
0.01 0.977077 0.977009 0.977835 0.977556
0.05 0.898266 0.893692 0.910351 0.903590
0.10 0.817321 0.798962 0.837296 0.824230
0.20 0.678372 0.632965 0.696711 0.682392
0.50 0.380030 0.313717 0.380668 0.379461
1.00 0.158777 0.118866 0.153442 0.157714

qav2ðsÞ
0.01 0.996140 0.993741 0.996449 0.996593
0.05 0.937442 0.919931 0.929336 0.938978
0.10 0.843144 0.809985 0.824080 0.844829
0.20 0.675684 0.624875 0.647446 0.677444
0.50 0.365143 0.304330 0.340116 0.365632
1.00 0.153164 0.116282 0.140259 0.152645

qav3ðsÞ
0.01 0.716278 0.681148 0.708231 0.716658
0.05 0.306139 0.287994 0.300078 0.302117
0.10 0.181484 0.184685 0.182581 0.179309
0.20 0.130650 0.139459 0.133520 0.131164
0.50 0.089373 0.089328 0.089214 0.089909
1.00 0.062863 0.060252 0.062170 0.062962
convenient to introduce the adiabatic surface temperature Ta,
defined by

h2
�
Ta � Tf

�
þ es

�
T4a � T4s

�
¼ 0 (7)

The boundary condition Eq. (3) can be rewritten with use of the
adiabatic surface temperature

�kM
vTM
vx

¼h2ðTM�TaÞþes
�
T4
M�T4a

�
; at x¼xMþ1; for t>0; (8)

The mathematical formulation given by the system of Eqs.
(1,2,4e6,8) can now be expressed in dimensionless form as follows:

vqi
vs

¼ ki
v2qi
vh2

; in hi < h< hiþ1; i ¼ 1;2;.;M; for s> 0; (9)

�l1
vq1
vh

¼ Bi1ðqm � q1Þ; at h ¼ h1; for s > 0; (10)

�lM
vqM
vh

¼ Bi2ðqM�qaÞþNrc

�
q4M�q4a

�
; at h ¼ hMþ1; for s>0;

(11)

�li
vqi
vh

¼ qi�qiþ1

Rc*i
; at h¼hiþ1; i¼1;2;.;M�1; for s>0; (12)

li
vqi
vh

¼ liþ1
vqiþ1
vh

; at h¼hiþ1; i¼1;2;.;M�1; for s>0; (13)

qiðh;0Þ ¼ 1; in hi<h<hiþ1; i¼ 1;2;.;M; at s¼ 0; (14)

where the dimensionless parameters are defined by

qi ¼
Ti
T0
; h ¼ x

L
; hi ¼

xi
L
; s ¼ aref t

L2
; ð15aedÞ

ki ¼
ai
aref

; li ¼
ki
kref

; Rc*i ¼ Rcikref
L

; ð15eegÞ

Bi1 ¼ h1L
kref

; Bi2 ¼ h2L
kref

; Nrc ¼ esLT30
kref

: ð15hejÞ
Table 2
Comparison of lumped models against finite difference solution for dimensionless
average temperatures qav1ðsÞ, qav2ðsÞ and qav3ðsÞ at the different dimensionless time
for Case I-2 (Nrc ¼ 32).

s FD Solution CLSA H0;0=H0;0 H1;1=H0;0

qav1ðsÞ
0.01 0.977077 0.976943 0.978254 0.977785
0.05 0.898204 0.892134 0.911842 0.904224
0.10 0.816621 0.795372 0.837165 0.823686
0.20 0.676158 0.627851 0.694092 0.680044
0.50 0.377791 0.310529 0.378190 0.377199
1.00 0.157964 0.117991 0.152610 0.156905

qav2ðsÞ
0.01 0.994634 0.990535 0.994885 0.995275
0.05 0.929677 0.908304 0.920166 0.931360
0.10 0.834630 0.798228 0.814498 0.836428
0.20 0.669535 0.616660 0.641059 0.671385
0.50 0.362661 0.301079 0.337694 0.363153
1.00 0.152380 0.115433 0.139523 0.151861

qav3ðsÞ
0.01 0.629150 0.558417 0.614129 0.629616
0.05 0.266202 0.245696 0.260075 0.262252
0.10 0.170676 0.174214 0.172173 0.168900
0.20 0.128845 0.137187 0.131623 0.129458
0.50 0.088956 0.088711 0.088780 0.089489
1.00 0.062749 0.060108 0.062056 0.062847
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Fig. 2. Dimensionless temperature as a function of dimensionless time for each layer in Case II-3 (Bi2 ¼ 20).
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Let di represent the dimensionless thickness for each layer, di ¼
ðxiþ1 � xiÞ=L, i ¼ 1;2;.;M, where the reference length L is chosen
as the total thickness of composite slabs, xmþ1 � x1, hence we have

XM
i¼1

di ¼ 1: (16)

The reference thermal conductivity and diffusivity can be taken as
those of any layer, say, the second one, then kref ¼ k2 and
aref ¼ a2. It can be seen that the problem is governed by the
following dimensionless parameters, Bi1, Bi2, Nrc, Rc*i , li, ki, di, qm and
qa, i ¼ 1;2;.;M. The radiation-conduction parameter, Nrc that
governs the radiative cooling, is conceptually analog to the Biot
numbers, Bi1 and Bi2, which are the governing parameters for an
equivalent transient convective cooling.

3. Lumped models

Let us introduce the spatially averaged dimensionless temper-
ature of the i-th layer as follows

qaviðsÞ ¼ 1
hiþ1 � hi

Zhiþ1

hi

qiðh; sÞdh; i ¼ 1;2;.;M: (17)

Operate Eqs. (9) by
1

hiþ1 � hi

Z hiþ1

hi

dh and using the definition of

average temperatures, Eqs. (17), we have

dqaviðsÞ
ds

¼ ki
hiþ1�hi

 
vqi
vh

����
h¼hiþ1

�vqi
vh

����
h¼hi

!
; i¼1;2;.;M: (18)
Eqs. (18) are an equivalent integro-differential formulation of
the original mathematical model, Eqs. (9), with no approximation
involved.

Supposing that the temperature gradient is sufficiently smooth
over each individual layer, the classical lumped system analysis
(CLSA) is based on the assumption that the boundary temperatures
can be reasonably well approximated by the average temperature,
as

qiðh; sÞjh¼hi
yqaviðsÞ; i ¼ 1;2;.;M; (19)

qiðh; sÞjh¼hiþ1
yqaviðsÞ; i ¼ 1;2;.;M: (20)

For each layer, there are two unknown boundary temperatures,
qijh¼hi

and qijh¼hiþ1;
and two unknown heat fluxes, vqi=vhjh¼hi

and
vqi=vhjh¼hiþ1

. Now, we have 2M equations provided by Eqs. (19, 20),
2ðM � 1Þ equations by Eqs. (12, 13) and two equations by Eqs. (10,
11), that are 4M equations for 4M unknowns which are solved to
give the sought relations between the boundary temperatures and
heat fluxes and the averaged temperatures in the multi-layer
composite slabs. These relations are then used in the Eqs. (18) to
yield the classical lumped model which is a closed-form expression
with M ordinary differential equations for the averaged tempera-
tures, to be solved with the initial conditions for the averaged
temperatures

qavið0Þ ¼ 1; i ¼ 1;2;.;M: (21)

In an attempt to improve the approximation of the classical
lumped model, we develop higher order lumped models by
providing better relations between the boundary temperatures and
the average temperatures, based on Hermite-type approximations



Fig. 3. Temporal variation of the relative errors for the average temperature predicted by the H1;1=H0;0 model, for various values of Bi2.
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for integrals that define the average temperatures and the heat
fluxes. The general Hermite approximation for an integral, based on
the values of the integrand and its derivatives at the integration
limits, is written in the following form [33]:

Zb
a

yðxÞdxy
Xa
n¼0

CnyðnÞðaÞ þ
Xb
n¼0

DnyðnÞðbÞ; (22)

where yðxÞ and its derivatives yðnÞðxÞ are defined for all x˛ða; bÞ. It is
assumed that the numerical values of yðnÞðaÞ for n ¼ 0;1;.;a, and
yðnÞðbÞ for n ¼ 0;1;.; b are available. The general expression for
the Ha;b approximation is given by

Zb
a

yðxÞdx ¼
Xa
n¼0

Cnða;bÞhnþ1yðnÞðaÞ

þPb
n¼0

Cnðb;aÞð�1Þnhnþ1yðnÞðbÞ þ O
�
haþbþ3

�
;

(23)

where h ¼ b� a, and

Cnða; bÞ ¼ ðaþ 1Þ!ðaþ bþ 1� nÞ!
ðnþ 1Þ!ða� nÞ!ðaþ bþ 2Þ!: (24)

We first employ the plain trapezoidal rule in the integrals
for both average temperatures and average heat fluxes
ðH0;0=H0;0 approximationÞ, in the form

qaviðsÞy
1
2

h
qiðh; sÞjh¼hi

þ qiðh; sÞjh¼hiþ1

i
; i ¼ 1;2;.;M; (25)
Zhiþ1

hi

vqiðh;sÞ
vh

dh¼ qiðh;sÞjh¼hiþ1
�qiðh;sÞjh¼hi

y
hiþ1�hi

2

"
vqi
vh

����
h¼hi

þvqi
vh

����
h¼hiþ1

#
; i¼ 1;2;.;M:

(26)

Analytical solution of the 4M unknowns qijh¼hi
, qijh¼hiþ1

, vqi=vhjh¼hi

and vqi=vhjh¼hiþ1
, i¼ 1;2;.;M, can be readily obtained from

a closed system of Eqs. (10e13, 25, 26) by using a symbolic
computation software such as Mathematica, and then used to close
the ordinary differential equations Eqs. (18) for the average
temperatures qavi; i¼ 1;2;.;M, to be solved with the initial
condition Eqs. (21), providing the H0;0=H0;0 model.

Then we further improve the lumped model by employing two-
side corrected trapezoidal rule in the integral for average temper-
atures, in the form

qaviðsÞy
1
2

h
qiðh; sÞjh¼hi

þ qiðh; sÞjh¼hiþ1

i

þhiþ1 � hi
12

"
vqi
vh

����
h¼hi

� vqi
vh

����
h¼hiþ1

#
; i ¼ 1;2;.;M;

(27)

while keeping the plain trapezoidal rule in the integral for heat
fluxes ðH1;1=H0;0 approximationÞ.

Similarly, the boundary temperatures and heat fluxes can be
obtained from Eqs. (10e13, 26, 27) and used to close the ordinary
differential equations Eqs. (18) for the average temperatures, to be
solved with the initial conditions Eqs. (21), providing the H1;1=H0;0
model.
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Fig. 4. Dimensionless temperature as a function of dimensionless time for each layer in Case III-1 (d3 ¼ 0:7).
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4. Numerical results and discussions

Transient heat conduction in three-layer composite slabs with
combined convective and radiative cooling is analyzed to illustrate
the applicability of the proposed lumped models. The solutions of
classical and improved lumpedmodels are presented in tabular and
graphical forms in comparison with a reference finite difference
solution of the original distributed model, Eqs. (9e14). The initial
boundary value problem defined by Eqs. (9e14) is solved by using
an implicit finite difference method, with a 101 nodes mesh in
spatial discretization for each layer and a dimensionless time step
of 0.000001 for all cases. Different values of the Biot number Bi2,
the radiation-conduction parameter Nrc, dimensionless thermal
contact resistances Rc*1 and Rc*2, dimensionless thickness d3 and
dimensionless thermal conductivity l3 are chosen so as to assess
accuracy of the solutions obtained by the lumped models.

To make the expression concise, the examined problems with
different cases are defined as follows:

Problem I. Rc*1 ¼ 0:5, Rc*2 ¼ 0:5, Bi2 ¼ 12, d1 ¼ 0:2, d2 ¼ 0:6,
d3 ¼ 0:2, l3 ¼ 10, k3 ¼ 5. Case I-1: Nrc ¼ 8; Case I-2: Nrc ¼ 32.

Problem II. Rc*1 ¼ 0:5, Rc*2 ¼ 0:5, Nrc ¼ 5, d1 ¼ 0:2, d2 ¼ 0:6,
d3 ¼ 0:2, l3 ¼ 10, k3 ¼ 5. Case II-1: Bi2 ¼ 5; Case II-2: Bi2 ¼ 10 ;
Case II-3: Bi2 ¼ 20.

Problem III. Rc*1 ¼ 0:5, Rc*2 ¼ 0:5, Bi2 ¼ 10, Nrc ¼ 5, l3 ¼ 10,
k3 ¼ 5. Case III-1: d1 ¼ 0:15, d2 ¼ 0:15, d3 ¼ 0:7 ; Case III-2:
d1 ¼ 0:05, d2 ¼ 0:05, d3 ¼ 0:9.

Problem IV. Rc*1 ¼ 0:5, Rc*2 ¼ 0:5, Bi2 ¼ 10, Nrc ¼ 5, d1 ¼ 0:2,
d2 ¼ 0:6, d3 ¼ 0:2. Case IV-1: l3 ¼ 2, k3 ¼ 1 ; Case IV-2: l3 ¼ 1,
k3 ¼ 0:5.
Problem V. Bi2 ¼ 10, Nrc ¼ 5, d1 ¼ 0:2, d2 ¼ 0:6, d3 ¼ 0:2,
l3 ¼ 10, k3 ¼ 5. Case V-1: Rc*1 ¼ 0:1, Rc*2 ¼ 0:1 ; Case V-2:
Rc*1 ¼ 10�7, Rc*2 ¼ 10�7.

For all the problems tested, Bi1 ¼ 1, l1 ¼ 10, l2 ¼ 1, k1 ¼ 5,
k2 ¼ 1, qm ¼ 0:05, qa ¼ 0:05, which are kept fixed in the
following calculations.

Tables 1 and 2 present comparisons between the dimensionless
average temperatures obtained by lumped models and the refer-
ence finite difference solution of the original distributed parameter
model for each layer at the different dimensionless time, whose
parameters are defined, respectively, by Case I-1 and Case I-2 in
Problem I. As can be calculated at s ¼ 1:00 in Case I-1, the classical
lumped model gives errors of �25.137%, �24.080% and �4.153% for
each layer, while the H0;0=H0;0 model gives errors
of �3.360%, �8.426% and �1.102%, and the H1;1=H0;0 model
yields �0.669%, �0.339% and 0.157%, respectively.

Fig. 2 presents the behaviors of the lumped models for Case II-3.
It can be seen that the higher order lumped model
ðH1;1=H0;0 approximationÞ presents good agreement with the
reference finite difference solution for values of Bi2 as high as 20
and Nrc as high as 5. The overall error patterns for the proposed
improved lumped model H1;1=H0;0 as a function of the logarithm of
the dimensionless time are shown in Fig. 3. We can observe that for
each case the error rises to maximum in early time, decays to zero
in intermediate times, then reaches to the peak value in the
opposite direction and finally diminishes to zero again in long
times. The absolute values of the maximum relative errors for Case
II-3 are around 0.95%, 0.55% and 2.05% respectively for each layer.

In Problem III, different values of the dimensionless thickness d3
are chosen in order to investigate the dimensionless temperature as
a function of dimensionless time solved by the lumped models. In
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Fig. 5. Dimensionless temperature as a function of dimensionless time for each layer in Case III-2 (d3 ¼ 0:9).
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Fig. 6. Dimensionless temperature as a function of dimensionless time for each layer in Case IV-1 (l3 ¼ 2, k3 ¼ 1).
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Fig. 7. Dimensionless temperature as a function of dimensionless time for each layer in Case IV-2 (l3 ¼ 1, k3 ¼ 0:5).
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Fig. 8. Dimensionless temperature as a function of dimensionless time for each layer in Case V-1 (Rc*1 ¼ 0:1, Rc*2 ¼ 0:1).
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Fig. 9. Dimensionless temperature as a function of dimensionless time for each layer in Case V-2 (Rc*1 ¼ 10�7, Rc*2 ¼ 10�7).

Table 3
Parameters of steel-concrete-steel sandwich plates.

k1 ðW=m KÞ 40 e 0.85
r1 ðkg=m3Þ 7833 Rc1 ðm2K=WÞ 0.005
cp1 ðJ=kg KÞ 0.46 Rc2 ðm2K=WÞ 0.005
k2 ðW=m KÞ 1.28 h1 ðW=m2KÞ 204.8
r2 ðkg=m3Þ 2200 h2 ðW=m2KÞ 1280
cp2 ðJ=kg KÞ 0.88 Tm ðKÞ 298
k3 ðW=m KÞ 40 Tf ðKÞ 298
r3 ðkg=m3Þ 7833 Ts ðKÞ 298
cp3 ðJ=kg KÞ 0.46 T0 ðKÞ 1173
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each case, the value of the dimensionless thickness d1 is assumed to
be same as the value of d2. As shown in Figs. 4 and 5, although all
the lumped models predict the correct value of the steady-state
temperature for all the three layers, the classical lumped model
gives larger relative errors for the whole time interval up to s ¼ 1,
while the improved lumped model H0;0=H0;0 presents smaller
relative errors, and the H1;1=H0;0 model yields a good agreement
with the finite difference solution. It is important to observe that as
the value of the dimensionless thickness d3 increases, the
improvement offered by the proposed models becomes more
evident for the third layer compared with the above cases.

The numerical results of transient history for Case IV-1 and Case
IV-2 are shown in Figs. 6 and 7. We can observe again that the
averaged dimensionless temperature obtained by the improved
lumped parameter formulation ðH1;1=H0;0 approximationÞ is
excellent agreement with the finite difference solution. It should be
also noted that with the value of the dimensionless thermal
conductivity l3 decreasing (the dimensionless thermal diffusivity
k3 is directly proportional to l3), the improvement offered by the
proposed models becomes more evident.

The next group of cases in Problem V are performed with the
decreasing of the values of Rc*1 and Rc*2, as shown in Figs. 8 and 9.
Note that when the values of Rc*1 and Rc*2 reach to infinitesimal,
imperfect contact interface boundary condition will convert to its
special case that is perfect thermal contact condition at the inter-
faces. In Case V-2, Rc*1 ¼ 10�7 and Rc*2 ¼ 10�7 are utilized to
simulate approximately the behaviors of the lumped models with
perfect thermal contact conditions. Again, we can see that the
prediction from theH1;1=H0;0 model appears clearly closer to the FD
solution than the results from the H0;0=H0;0 one, while the classical
lumped model fails to give accurate results.

Finally, the higher order ðH1;1=H0;0Þ model is employed to
analyze the transient combined convective and radiative cooling of
steel-concrete-steel sandwich plates, which present a common
structure in engineering applications such as advanced nuclear
reactors. The parameters used in this practical case are given in
Table 3. The first and third layers are made of chrome steel (5% Cr),
while the interlayer material is dry concrete. The corresponding
Biot numbers and radiation-conduction parameter can be calcu-
lated from Eqs. (15) that Bi1 ¼ 8, Bi2 ¼ 50 and Nrcz3. Fig. 10
shows the average temperature as a function of time for each
layer of the sandwich plates. It can be clearly observed that before
t ¼ 50 s, the temperature of the third layer reduces to 400 K, while
the first layer needs more than 600 s to reach the same tempera-
ture. The cooling of the concrete interlayer is slowest due to its
higher thermal capacity and lower thermal conductivity.



Fig. 10. Average temperature as a function of time for each layer of steel-concrete-steel
sandwich plates.
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5. Conclusions

Obtained through two-point Hermite approximations for inte-
grals, improved lumped parameter models were developed for the
transient heat conduction in multi-layer composite slabs subjected
to combined convective and radiative cooling. Three-layer
composite slabs were analyzed to illustrate the applicability of the
proposed lumpedmodels,with respect to different values of the Biot
numbers, the radiation-conduction parameter, the dimensionless
thickness, and the dimensionless thermal conductivity. It was
shown by comparison with numerical solution of the original
distributed parameter model that the higher order lumped model
ðH1;1=H0;0 approximationÞ yielded significant improvement of
average temperatureprediction over the classical lumpedmodel, for
radiation-conduction parameter as high as 32, and Biot number as
high as 20. It was observed that the error rises tomaximum in early
time, decays to zero in intermediate times, then reaches to the peak
value in theopposite directionandfinally diminishes to zero again in
long times. It was found that as value of the dimensionless thickness
d3 increases or value of the dimensionless thermal conductivity l3
decreases, the improvement offered by the proposed models
becomes more evident. For perfect thermal contact condition at the
interfaces, itwas found that the prediction from theH1;1=H0;0 model
has abetteragreementwith theFDsolution than the results fromthe
H0;0=H0;0 one,while the classical lumpedmodel fails to give accurate
results. The analysis of transient combined convective and radiative
cooling of steel-concrete-steel sandwich plates illustrates the
potential applications of the proposed improved lumped model in
practical engineering problems.
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